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Abstract. Modern enterprises may be in need of developing the right application programs in a rapidly changing business environment for a fast time to market. However, most enterprises without a business process mechanism find it difficult to develop applications in time when they need to change their business. To solve this problem, we propose a business process framework (BPF) based on closed architecture [4,5]. This approach easily develops the right application under rapid business process changes/improvements on time by reusing software modules through a mapping business process model (BPM), service oriented architecture (SOA), and component-based development (CBD). In addition, we defined five layers of a BPF. This paper enhances nested query language to access easily and quickly stored data of each layer in this BPF environment, and shows how to get information of each layer on closed architecture with this query language.
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1 Introduction

Many business processes need to be able to change quickly and easily to cope with the internal and external demands of enterprises, using minimum information technology in a quickly changing business environment. However, it is difficult to change or maintain existing business processes or develop new business processes because complicated applications are integrated into diverse systems in enterprises. Such an environment delays quick business policy establishment and decision making in enterprises in a rapidly changing market, thereby hindering market competitiveness [1].

The framework of information engineering substantially reduces the system maintenance cost and difficulty of enterprises. The tools used in the framework enable perfectly structured designs and facilitate design modifications in most cases. The changed designs in turn generate new program codes. The framework tools eliminate problems by testing programs with incomplete documentation and modifying such programs [2].
We proposed a business process framework (BPF) that improves the information-engineering framework in order to develop an effective business system from existing research. This paper enhances Business Process SQL (BPSQL) based on nested Structured Query language (SQL) to search and access information in each layer on BPF[3,4,5,6]. This paper presents execution of BPSQL on the process between two and three neighboring layers. In particular, this paper focuses on the process for SQL to access the stored data table. The application of this process to an integrated information management system is also presented. Finally, the process to determine the data values of a layer in a BPF using BPSQL is verified.

This paper is described as follows: Section 2 describes the BPF. Sections 3 and 4 explain BPSQL for neighboring upper and lower layers and for neighboring upper, middle, and lower layers. Finally, Section 5 discusses the conclusions and further research.

2 Related Work

A BPF is comprised of five layers: business rules, business processes, services, components, and data modeling. A repository like DB tablization is present at each layer [5]. A BPF is a closed architecture where each layer is directly connected to the next layer.

The layered structure can quickly produce new services by reusing existing components when business demands exist. New businesses can be configured with this service [5]. The repository at each layer is tabulated, and a layer generates data query using BPSQL [6]. Finally, the required data are extracted.

3 BPSQL Processing in Each Layer

BPSQL enables access to and search of the data table mapped to the process layer. This section describes how to access the stored data table mapped in the process layer. Next, it discusses the verification of the access and search processes for the mapped data table in the neighboring upper and lower layers (two layers) and upper, medium, and lower layers (three layers) using BPSQL.
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Fig. 1. Notation for BPSQL Processing

Figure 1 shows the notation used to explain the processing. The straight line is the connection to the internal model. The dotted line is the connection to sub-objects. The dash-dot line shows the connection to the upper/lower model.
3.1 BPSQL for migrating between Upper and Lower Layers

Figure 2 illustrates the BPSQL processing between neighboring upper and lower layers. UP_LAYER and DOWN_LAYER are the upper and lower layers, respectively. The neighboring upper and lower layers are represented by two layers. UP_LAYER can access DOWN_LAYER.

3.2 BPSQL for migrating between Upper, Middle, and Lower Layers

Figure 3 illustrates the BPSQL processing for neighboring upper, middle, and lower layers. The three-layered BPSQL is described by UP_LAYER, MIDDLE_LAYER, and DOWN_LAYER. As an example, for a three-layered BPF structure, UP_LAYER is the policy layer, MIDDLE_LAYER is the business process layer, and DOWN_LAYER is the service layer.
4 Case Study

This section presents an application of the enhanced BPSQL processing to a BPF-based integrated information management system. The studied integrated information management system is developed by mapping the business process model and components in BPF. The top layer is the rule of the information management system. It contains simple rules for using the information management system. Furthermore, the business process, service, component, and data layers are configured for the information management system. Processing of the neighboring upper and lower layers (two layers) and upper, middle, and lower layers (three layers) for the application of BPSQL to the integrated information management system is explained herein.

The neighboring upper and lower layers (two layers) are described first. As an example, for the query “show the enterprise whose move-in request number is 50 in the move-in process,” the BPSQL sentence is as follows.

```
SELECT * FROM movein(movein_request) Where movein_request.Num#=50
```

This is the information access using BPSQL to the lower layer, which is related to the move-in process layer. Figure 4 shows the BPSQL of the process–service layer. UP_LAYER is the business process layer, and DOWN_LAYER is the service layer. The “movein_request.Num#=50” event occurs in the move-in process. Next, the system obtains access to the lower layer mapped to the query.

The neighboring upper, middle, and lower layers (three layers) are described next. As an example, for the query “show the enterprise moved in,” BPSQL is as shown below.

```
SELECT * OF regist_pl(move_reg)
```
Figure 5 illustrates the BPSQL processing of the policy–process–service layer (three layers). In accordance with the defined BPSQL, “OF” can get access to all entities mapped to the table. The “regist_pl” event is entered to the policy and is enabled to get access to the lower layer (entity) mapped to “movein_regis”.

5 Conclusion

Our existing researches have proposed a closed structure for the business process framework; all information generated in a BPF is stored in the repository based table at each layer. This paper is enhanced BPSQL to easily and quickly search data saved in BPF. This BPSQL based on nested structured query language can easily gain access to layers and extract data from them.

This paper presents the access and search process of the data table mapped in neighboring upper and lower layers (two layers) and upper, middle, and lower layers (three layers) with our BPSQL. The process is applied to the development of an integrated information management system. Through such business process framework, we can also easily manage and integrate the separate data processing and decision-support systems built by different teams at different times in different places.

This framework mentioned in this paper easily and successfully should be implemented a business application using BPSQL.

Further research will focus on the application of open architecture-based BPSQL instead of closed architecture-based BPSQL for run time efficiency and management.
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